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article, magical tattooing, traditional techniques

Aman Lau Lau feeding one of his prized cows
sago. Unlike the government-established
villages and towns downriver where most
Mentawai live and wear Western clothing,
communal life in the uma or longhouse affords
little privacy; the shamans sing their songs and
chant, babies and puppies cry, chickens cluck,
pigs squeal, dogs ght all night over food
scraps, and cows bellow below the oorboards
of the uma. When I caught a dog peeing on my
sleeping bag in Aman Lau Lau’s house, I used a
live ant’s nest on the end of a stick to chase it
off. This tools gets more use than any other.

SIBERUT ISLAND is an isolated jungle

paradise lying some sixty miles west of

Padang, Indonesia. Although Siberut is part

of the Mentawai Archipelago, famous the

world over as the “Last Frontier of Sur ng,”

it is extremely dif cult to reach – especially

if you want to visit the heavily tattooed

Mentawai people who call the interior of

this island home.

To get here, you must rst endure a bumpy,

stomach-churning ferry ride lasting some

ten hours. The seas get so rough during the

overnight passage, that by morning the

ferry smells and looks like a Roman

vomitorium after an all night dinner party! Then, just as you think you’ve survived

the hardest part of the journey, a six-hour dugout canoe journey awaits you after

reaching the Muslim and Christian port town of Muara Siberut. If it’s raining, which

it does almost every day on Siberut, the dugout voyage can be misery. And if it’s

sunny, you’ll bake like a Mentawai sago stick that has just come out of the oven! But

if you want to witness some of the most amazing tattooing in the world and hang

with some of its most incredible people, then this trip is de nitely worth it. You’ll

never forget it!
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Above, before Iman Ipai was tattooed, fetish
poles or kera were placed at the entrance and
all around his uma to keep away evil spirits and
the diseases they bring. It is believed that

owing blood attracts them. Sometimes kera
are hung with magical plants and thorns.
However, it is not the sticks that do the work; it
is the spirit (kina) that resides within them.
Traditionally, the Mentawaians believed that if
someone had been killed or had shed blood
inside the uma, all of the fetish poles would
bring sickness. To resolve this misfortune, a
tattooing ritual was conducted to cover the
blood of the dead man. The blood of the dead
man goes under the blood of the tattooed
person and is lost under the earth of the village.

 

SAREREKET: “THE PEOPLE OF THIS

PLACE” 

The Mentawai are an ancient tribe that for

thousands of years has lived on Siberut

Island. Although 19th century Christian and

Muslim missionaries converted most of the

Mentawai living on the neighboring

southern islands of Sipora and the Pagai’s

(which are relatively at), the traditional

culture of the Mentawai living on rugged

(and somewhat mountainous) Siberut has

remained relatively intact; albeit just barely.

With Indonesian independence in 1950, an

aggressive government campaign was

launched to modernize the Mentawaians of

Siberut. Traditional cultural practices such as tattooing, tooth ling, and the

wearing of loincloths were forbidden because they were considered “pagan” and

“savage.” Moreover, every individual was forced to join either the Christian or

Muslim faith.

In the 1990s, cultural oppression against the Mentawai took on more brutal forms

of forced relocation from jungle villages to resettlement sites in government-

created villages. Mentawai religion (e.g., shamanism) was for all purposes outlawed,

and police stripped practicing shamans (sikerei) of their medicine bundles, sacred

objects, loincloths, and their long hair. Sadly, Mentawai shamans, the keepers of the

rain forest and their peoples, were denied their basic human rights; even when

these abuses occurred under the noses of international organizations like
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UNESCO, the World Wildlife Fund, and Friends of the Earth, who were more

concerned about saving Siberut’s primates than their indigenous peoples!

Thankfully, several Mentawai clans living in the remote interior of Siberut

succeeded in escaping the disruptions and dislocations of the government. One

such group, the Sarereket or “the people of this place,” made a courageous decision

to leave their ancestral village of Ugai – a place where mosques, Catholic missions,

and Western clothing were becoming a thing of the present – and move deeper

into the jungle in an attempt to retain their original culture.

WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE

For the Mentawai, the jungle has always been a place where everything, from 

plants to rocks to animals and man, has a spirit (kina). Spirits are believed to live

everywhere and in everything – under the earth, in the sky, in the water, in the

treetops, in bamboo, in a dugout canoe – and they are spoken too because they

speak and act as human beings do. Some spirits offer protection and help to

humankind. But others are evil and hand out punishment in the form of sickness

and disease.

In the malaria infested jungles of Siberut, there is no doubt that human existence is

constantly threatened by disease. For this reason, the population density has

always been low. The Mentawaians attempt to explain the onslaught of illness as

not living in harmony with oneself and the environment. To maintain this harmony,

religious and everyday codes of conduct must be followed at all times because

acting recklessly or breaking taboo will anger the spirits of disease that live in the

jungle.
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For these reasons alone, the Mentawai have developed an elaborate system of

taboos that govern everything they do. For example, they live in harmony with

nature by taking only what they need; they only eat fruit when it is season, and they

only eat meat during ceremonial occasions. At all other times of the year, they eat

their staple food sago which comes from the sago palm, various types of greens,

and rice.

But taboos extend far beyond breakfast, lunch, and dinner. In the traditional

longhouse or uma of the Mentawai people, sex is taboo. If you want to “get busy,”

you and your companion must head out to the jungle and use one of the “love

shacks” that dot the landscape. Before a hunt, men cannot wash their hair or else

they will shoot their arrows poorly or they will become sick. When making arrow

poison, men are forbidden to sleep or bathe that night. If they do, the monkeys they

hunt will die high in the trees, or the poison will become diluted and ineffective.

During the hunt itself, hunters cannot strike their dogs; because if they do, it is

believed that they will not catch any game.

 

SIKEREI: KEEPER OF THE RAIN FOREST 

As noted, the religious beliefs of the Mentawai are centered on the importance of

coexisting with the invisible spirits that inhabit the world and all the animate and

inanimate objects in it. Health is seen as a state of balance or harmony, and for the

Mentawaians it is something holy and beautiful. But if the balance is broken, the

only way to restore it is by placating the spirits that have been offended or

accidentally distressed.

With the help of medicinal plants, these malevolent spirits can be “cooled down” by

magical means, and then they are appeased with sacri ces. The intermediary in
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Game animals that live in the jungle are
believed to be the domestic animals of the
ancestors. And success in hunting is indicative
of the ancestors’ favor. Skulls of monkeys and
other animals hang in the uma to please their
spirits.

As a re blazes inside, Aman Lau Lau prepares
poison for his hunting arrows in a doorway.

these contacts is always the Mentawai shaman, or sikerei, because only he can

communicate with the spirits.

Aman Lao Lao is a Mentawai sikerei, literally

“one who has magic power.” But he is not

just a doctor. He is a leader, priest, herbalist,

physician, psychologist, dancer, family and

community man. Although Mentawaian

society is egalitarian, shamans are

considered to be the leaders of their

people. They are the tribe’s connection to

the spiritual world, but also to the outside

world. Sometimes they travel to distant

cities to meet with government of cials to

ght for their human and environmental

rights.

Because the Mentawaian belief system is

animistic and has many taboos limiting it, it

is the responsibility of shamans like Aman

Lau Lau to maintain his people’s balance

with the natural and spirit worlds. For Aman

Lau Lau and the other Mentawai shamans

of Butui village, nature is both religion and

survival, and they must know the forest

inside and out to successfully maintain the

balance between these complex worlds.
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The author enjoying a sago stick with a new friend.

However, another way the Mentawaians keep their souls “close” is by beautifying

the body. Individuals, be they male or female, who neglect their bodies by not

keeping them beautiful with beads, owers, sharpened teeth, and especially tattoos

will cease to be attractive to their souls. In such cases, the soul may decide to leave

its human host and roam about the body free. But if the soul does not return to its

home, it may decide to withdraw to the ancestral world at which point that person

must die.

Shamans like Aman Lau Lau, Aman Toshi, and Aman Berita are experts at

beautifying themselves. And almost every day owers adorn their hair, beads their
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Aman Ipai has many tattoos, including a
cruci x-like crab tattooed on his right forearm.
Although he is not a shaman, crabs are invoked
by Mentawai shamans during healing and other
rites because they are believed to never die
(e.g., they can discard their old bodies and
obtain new ones or regenerate severed limbs).

necks and wrists, facial paint accents their rigid faces or their strong bodies are

smeared with fragrant ground turmeric.

THE “GRANDATHER” OF MENTAWAI

TATTOOING

Continual care for one’s soul is one of the

guiding principles in the life of the

Mentawai people. And permanent

decoration of the body through tattooing

keeps it near at hand. So does good food,

music, and dance because each are a

religious means of bene ting the members

of the community and longhouse (uma) by

pleasing their souls, as well as their

“Grandfather.”

Traditionally, tattooing was performed after a religious ceremony called punen lepa.

This was held to wipe out the evil in uence of blood spilled in the village or

longhouse (uma). A special porch was constructed in front of the uma, so that no

blood would fall to the ground. If it did, Pagete Sabbau or Teteu (“Grandfather”)

would be summoned, and an earthquake soon followed.

According to myth, Pagete Sabbau was the rst Mentawai shaman and taught his

people everything they know today – including tattooing. But the people became

jealous of him because of his magic and determined to kill him. When they built

their rst uma they sent Teteu down to dig under the center post. Then they let the

post down on his head, imprisoning him in the ground. In revenge, Teteu knocked

the uma down with an earthquake.
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Everyday heavily tattooed visitors, including
this Mentawai shaman, drop by Butui to say
hello and to discuss the local gossip.

Bai Toshi is perhaps the oldest woman in Butui with a complete
set of tattoos. ‘When I was a young girl, everyone had tattoos,’
she said. ‘Now, virtually no one does.’

TITI: SPIRIT TATTOOS OF THE

MENTAWAI SHAMAN

Because the soul is pleased by beautiful and

complete body tattoos, the Mentawai

believe that it allows them to bring their

material wealth into the afterlife. The

Mentawai also say that their tattoos (titi)

allow their ancestors to recognize them

after death. More importantly, however,

many forms of tattooing are speci cally

believed to protect their owners from evil

spirits lurking in the jungle.
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Bai Toshi’s torso tattoos.

Moreover, tattoo artists like Aman Bereta cannot nd apprentices who have the

talent or patience to learn the traditional techniques. Of course, some Mentawai

people who wish to get tattooed cannot afford these expensive markings either.

For example, the cost of a full suit of tattoos, which takes a lifetime to receive, is

high by Mentawaian standards: 1 medium size pig; 1 durian tree; 4 sago palm trees;

1 coconut palm tree; and 1 chicken basket with several chicks! But if you want to

become a “real” Mentawai man, woman, or shaman, tattooing is the necessary

vehicle; because it is the apex of everything that comprises Mentawaian identity. 

Tattoo can distinguish people regionally,

and I was amazed that the Mentawai with

whom I lived with could tell me which

community a man or woman was from by

the style of their tattooing. In the past great

headhunters were easily distinguished by

their markings including tattoos of frogs on

their torsos or shoulders. And today in

some regions of Siberut, the intricate body

tattoos of the Mentawai are said to

represent the “Tree of Life” or sago palm:

the stripes on the upper thighs represent

the veins and trunk of the sago; long dotted lines running down the arms symbolize

the prickly fronds of its branches; patterns on the hands and ankles may mirror the

bark or roots; and the curved lines on the chest represent the sago ower. Some

Mentawai elders say that this “Tree of Life” must be tattooed on every shaman,

because there can be no death when one is part of a tree of life. Of course, the sago

palm is the staple food of the Mentawai people, and all of their domestic animals eat

it too.
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